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NEAREST THE BULL: How many episodes of the popular show Hell's Kitchen, created by 
the famous chef Gordon Ramsay, have been aired so far? 

 

1. Indian kala namak, South African pearl, pyramid, black Hawaiian, rock, Mediterranean 
and Himalayan are all types of what foodstuff? 

 

2. Alcoholic beverage brands Hennessy, Martell, Remy Martin, Courvoisier, and Camus 
are all made following the strict rules and regulations and mandatory mark of 
authenticity from what French commune? 

 

3. How many Michelin stars does a restaurant have if the following description is 
attached: "A very good restaurant in its category" or "High quality cooking, worth 
visiting"? 

 

4. The original idea for what McDonald's meal came from Guatemala in the 1970s under 
the name "Menú Ronald", and consisted of a hamburger, small fries, and a small ice 
cream? Sometime later the idea came to a manager named Bob Bernstein, who 
devised the current concept and name in 1979, and added a toy later. 

 

5. Literally translated as crunchy mister, croque monsiuer is a warm sandwich 
traditionally prepared with cooked ham, grated cheese and baked in an oven. To turn 
croque monsieur into a madam, the sandwich needs a hat, made of what foodstuff? 

 

6. A Canadian cook of Greek origin, who previously worked at a Chinese restaurant, was 
inspired to add pieces of a fruit to a famous Italian dish and named this new dish after 
the brand of the canned fruit, which itself was named after a US state. In a nutshell, 
this is "international" origin story of what (un)popular dish? 

 

7. Tea of which "colour" is made when tea leaves are picked much earlier than they 
would be for green or black tea, thus do not oxidize and have a much less intense taste 
with less caffeine? 

 

8. Numbers 100 through 199 are colours, 200 through 299 are preservatives and 300 
through 399 are antioxidants and acidity regulators. What letter is placed in front of 
all these numbers to get codes which indicate that the additive is permissible for use 
in the European Union and the European Free Trade Association? 

 

9. "Springbokkie" is a type of cocktail shooter made from creme de menthe and creme 
liqueur Amarula. What country does this shooter originate from, if it gets its name 
from the national animal and the colours (green and gold) represent the colours of the 
rugby team of this country? 

 

10. According to the Latin phrase "Ab ovo usque ad mala", the dinner of a typical citizen 
of the Roman empire would begin with eggs and end with which fruit? 

 

11. Sometimes used in cooking, and sometimes used in preparation of food for freezing, 
what is the name of the preparation technique in which food, typically fruits or 
vegetables, is briefly plunged into boiling water or oil and then into cold or frozen 
water or "shocked" to stop the process of cooking which naturally begins in the first 
step? 

 

12. The simplest way to prepare this cocktail is to mix Johnnie Walker, Jack Daniels, and 
Jim Beam in equal amounts. What group of people from the Bible is this cocktail 
named after, which might not be a smart idea to drink in large quantities? 

 

13. South African braai, Mongolian krokhog, Chinese shaokao, Middle Eastern mangal and 
churrasco in Latin America are all domicile names for what globally popular method of 
food preparation? 

 

14. Tempering, or controlled warming and cooling to achieve smoothness, high shine, and 
stability, is a very important process in the preparation of what foodstuff? 
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15. Sulbang is a variation of what South Korean trend in which alcohol is also drank, while 
broadcasting the consumption of food? 

 

16. What plant, typical for that area, will citizen of the Comoros mix in with lobster to 
create their national dish? 

 

17. Originally made with poached eggs served on an English muffin with ham or bacon and 
hollandaise sauce, to which former head of state did gastronome Mary Gunderson in 
2005 dedicate a variation in which the muffin was substituted with rye bread and the 
ham with sausage to celebrate his German origins? 

 

18. Paraguayan terere is the cold version of what warm beverage rich in caffeine, which 
is traditionally consumed with a metal straw called a bombilla from a hollowed out 
squash? 

 

19. ____ Mac&Cheese, or ____ Dinner as it's sold in Canada, is the de facto national dish 
of Canada. What manufacturer fills in the blank spaces? 

 

20. In which European country was Nut'Leiria located, one of many catering facilities in 
the world specialized in dishes based on Nutella, similar to the original Nutelleria in 
Bologna? Unfortunately, now it is closed. 

 

21. Polynesian Ika Mata, Kokoda in Fiji, Oka in Samoa and 'Ota 'Ika in Tonga are all dishes 
similar to what Hawaiian appetizer made from sliced raw fish with spices? 

 

22. Hormiga Culona, literally translated as Ants with large buttocks, is a dish prepared from 
the ant genus Atta leavigat. In which South American country is this dish considered 
a delicacy, so much so that it is sometimes called "Caviar from Santander"? 

 

23. From the Italian word for "angry", not from the similarly pronounced geographical-
historical term, what is the name of an Italian sauce made from garlic, tomatoes, and 
hot peppers in olive oil?  

 

24. Although it's also called Oktoberfestbier, due to it being traditionally served at the 
namesake festival, another month of the year gave its name to this type of lager, 
characterized by a larger volume of alcohol compared to typical lagers. What is the 
month in question? 

 

25. Popular around the world for quite some time, and in the ex-Yugoslavia region only 
fairly recently, what brand of snacks owes its name to the translation of the Spanish 
diminutive for little golden fried things? 

 

26. Pølsevogne are special stands or wagons spread throughout Denmark and the world, 
selling what street food? The answer is in the name itself since the Danish word pølse 
refers to this food. 

 

27. What byproduct of cocoa production is used to make white chocolate, often unfairly 
claimed to not be real chocolate since it doesn't contain any cocoa powder? 

 

28. The meat of which animal is rarely eaten, perhaps because almost every member of 
this species is infected with trichinosis, but that didn't stop it from being featured in 
the title of which 2022 American TV series with Jeremy Allen White playing the role of 
chef Carmen Berzatta? 

 

29. Stepan Company is the only company in the U.S. licensed to import which illegal plant? 
After processing, two products are obtained: one of which is sold to a pharmaceutical 
company, and the other to a well-known beverage manufacturer. 

 

30. Paella has numerous variations, such as seafood or mixed paella. However, traditional 
Valencian paella is exclusively prepared with either chicken or duck along with the 
addition of meat of what animal? 

 

31. Which corporation headquartered in Louisville owns the fast-food chains KFC, Pizza 
Hut, and Taco Bell, likely named after the reaction they expect from their guests when 
tasting their food? 
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32. For a dish to be called "a la Florentine", then besides a source of protein (steak, 
chicken, eggs) and a sauce (Mornay, bechamel) the plate should also contain what 
vegetable as a side? 

 

33. Nikkei cuisine is a type of fusion cuisine that combines Japanese flavors with those of 
which South American country? The name Nikkei is derived from the term for 
Japanese immigrants in this Pacific Ring of Fire country, and the most famous examples 
include rocoto with rice, yuccamochi, and tiradito. 

 

34. In which capital city is the restaurant Central located, named the best restaurant in 
2023 on the prestigious "The World's 50 Best Restaurants" list published by the 
William Reed company since 2002? 

 

35. Which renowned chef, in addition to his travels, book writing, and TV show hosting, 
has also written comics with culinary themes, such as Get Jiro! and Hungry Ghosts? 

 

36. Derived from the fermentation of rye and barley, rye flour, and sugar, which low-
alcohol Slavic beverage is considered more popular than Coca-Cola in Russia, where it 
is often called "Anti-Cola," and is used as part of the propaganda to preserve traditional 
national dishes and drinks? 

 

37. What was the last name of the amateur scientist who developed the first practical 
method for bottling carbonated mineral water, based on a process discovered by 
Joseph Priestley in 1767? You might be able to spot this surname on one of the tables 
around you. 

 

38. Derived from the Greek words for flow and science, what is the branch of physics that 
deals with the deformation and flow of materials, both solid and liquid? It is crucial in 
food production where the consistency and fluidity of food are studied under precise 
conditions. These properties determine how long food can be preserved, how stable 
it will remain, and often influence the acceptance of the product by consumers 
(smoothness, creaminess). 

 

39. Translated from Swedish as Christmas non-fermented fruit juice, which non-alcoholic 
beverage is sold year-round without the first part of the word, while its consumption 
sharply increases during the Christmas period, when the consumption of Coca-Cola in 
Sweden also drops by 50%? 

 

40. According to kashrut, a set of Jewish dietary laws, permissible dishes are called kosher, 
but what term signifies dishes that are not allowed? 

 

41. *Although originally a dessert from a neighbouring country, judging by its name, what 
is the nationality of this cake? 

 

42. *According to the website cuberule.com, dishes can be classified by the location of 
starch in the overall appearance of the dish, so it is classified as toast if it's only on the 
bottom, as a sandwich if it's on both top and bottom. What term, known from Mexican 
cuisine, denotes classification number 3? 

 

43. *When making Comté cheese, residents of a French commune would have leftover 
curd, but not enough for a new cheese. So, they would put that surplus in a mold and 
cover it with ash to finish the cheese the next day, giving it the characteristic black line 
in the middle. What is the name of this cheese, or the commune in the Franche-Comté 
region? 

 

44. *The picture shows the packaging of the dessert Torta Tre Monti, characteristic for 
which country? The cake represents three towers for which this country is famous. 

 

45. *What is the equivalent term for candied fruit and a famous dish from Sicily?  
46. *Although you can use bacon, or pancetta, to avoid the disapproval of Italians when 

preparing carbonara, you will use dried pork cheeks. Under what name do Italians 
know this type of dried meat? 
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47. *Taking the throne from the Japanese Takeru Kobayashi, which American with an 
edible last name reached a record 16 titles at Nathan's Hot Dog Eating Contest, with a 
world record of consuming 76 hot dogs in ten minutes? 

 

48. *Which French pastry is known as Napoleon in English-speaking regions, but is better 
known by its original French name, which can be translated as "thousand leaves," 
because of its numerous layers of puff pastry and cream? 

 

49. *What Austrian coffee-based drink, similar to cappuccino, is called Caffe Vienna in 
English, while its original name might remind you of a famous term from science 
fiction? 

 

50. *Ćupter, a popular gummy candy primarily made in the area of Herzegovina (where 
the authors of this quiz are from), is made by cooking flour and sugar in the juice of 
which fruit, also precious and well-known for that same geographical area? 

 

 

41. 42. 43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

47. 48. 

49. 
50. 


